
LESSON PLAN

Pre-requisites: adjectives, Simple Present, making questions abut 
physical characteristics, the sun system and planets broadly speaking

Use this lesson to teach your students about the planets that are the 
farthest away from the sun!
Teach them about the planets with rings and the materials inside the 
rings.

Learning Objectives
Students will be able to identify the outer planets. Students will be 
able to compare and contrast
the outer planets with each other. Students will be able to describe 
the characteristics of the outer
planets.
Students will be able to increase their speaking in English on 
scientific matters, by fixing some specific lexicon

Materials and Preparation
Colored pencils
Know Your Planets: Jupiter
Know Your Planets: Uranus
Know Your Planets: Neptune
Know Your Planets: Saturn
Notebook paper
White paper
Research Your Planet worksheet
Planet Scramble worksheet
Computers in the lab
Index cards

Lesson
Introduction (5 minutes)
Tell your students that they will learn about the outer planets today.
Ask your students if they know the names of any outer planets. 
Brainstorming activity.
List them on the board.



Explicit Instruction/Teacher Modeling (40 minutes)
Pass out the Know Your Planet: Jupiter, Know Your Planet: Uranus, 
Know Your Planet:
Neptune, and Know Your Planet: Saturn worksheets to each student.
Go over these worksheets as a class by having your students read 
them out loud. Explain
each paragraph to your students as you go over them.

Guided Practice/Interactive Modeling (30 minutes)
Pass out a few sheets of white paper to each student.
Tell your students to work with a partner and create an outer planets 
book.
Instruct them to make a title page with their names.
Ask your students to make a page or two about each outer planet that 
includes the name of
the planet, a picture of the planet, and 3-5 facts about the planet.
Tell your students to use their worksheets from explicit instruction to 
create their planet
books.
Optionally: (Ask your students to color the pictures).

Independent Working Time (20 minutes)
Ask your students to pick one outer planet and complete the 
Research Your Planet
worksheet about it.

Extension
Enrichment: Ask your students to pick two outer planets. Have them 
surf  the  net and research the two outer planets they picked. Direct 
them to write a compare and contrast essay on the two planets. Ask 
your students to write at least one similarity and two differences about 
the two planets. Instruct them to use at least two books to find 
information.
Support: Give each student four index cards. Ask them to use their 
worksheets from explicit instruction and their planet books to write 
information about the planets on the index cards. Tell them to use one 
card for each planet.

Review



Assessment (10 minutes) in class
Conduct a short quiz on the outer planets. Potential questions 
include: Name the four outer planets. Which planet is known for its 
ring? Which is the third largest planet in the solar system? Which is 
the eighth planet from the sun?

Review and Closing (10 minutes)
Ask your students to complete the Planet Scramble worksheet.
The teacher turns around to check the task
Classtest given by the Science teacher (see attachment)


